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Strategies for Changing iS P!ans
Now that yourve begun to look at learning pictunes and make chart-based
decislons, we need to pnovide some suggestions for what kind of prognam
changes might produce improving learning pictures.
The first thing to nemember is that, although clinical expenience and empinical neseanch might indicate that some changes would be mone likely to produce
the desired effects than othens, there ane great ranges of individual diffenence
in response to specific changes. Thus, we can neven pnedict with complete
assurance which change in an lS Plan will improve a particulan studentrs learning. Werre already awane of individual diffenences in the effects of subsequent
events--some students will wonk hard for ii given subsequent event, while othens
will not. These same individual diffenences extend to other components of the
lS Plan. Thatrs why we need the chart--to tell us ASAP what wonks and what
doesntt.

At the moment we have three documents that may help you decide what changes
to make. The finst is an anticle by Haning, Libenty and White which neponts some
neseanch in which I and a number of other Precision Teachens in the New England
area wene involved. Because it descnibes decision rules that wene effective on
the average , therers no certainty that the rules will work in all cases. Also,
the success nates fon each rule take into account the cases in which teachers used
the rule making an effective Plan change, as well as the cases in which making
a change othen than that specified by the nule did not pnoduce impnovement. The
latten cases can handly be considened as succesbes for the rule, but only failures
of doing something else. Therets no centainty that the rule would have worked in
those cases, either. Moreover, like all published reponts of grant-supponted
research, this one is not entirely up-to-date. Werve discovered some prognam
strategies during the last few years--especially concenning fluency-building of
elementary skill components (e.g., Wave, Aim, Tap, Squeeze, Twist, etc.) and
the relationships between pnoficiency and endurance--that supplement and even
contradict some of the conclusions reached by the authors.. Nonetheless, this
anticle is a lood place to stant in youn study of potentially effective pnogram
changes.
The second document is a brief summany of some of the strategies that werve
been investigating during the last couple of yeans. Dr. Eric Haughton, one of
the oniginatons of Precision Teaching, has pnovided leadenship in these more
recent developments.
some yeans ago Dn. Haughton compiled a list of possible factors
rrlock'r
perfonmances at an inadequate level and which should be considthat can
ened in neanly all cases of failure to accelenate.

Finally,

Taken togethen, these three pieces should give you a wealth of possible pnogram change ideas.
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lmportant Conside rations for Rev ising I S Plans
SITUAT ION
1.
ls there an endurance problem? We know that endurance grows with pnofi.i.ingatlowfrequenciesmaynotaccelenateif
asked to perform for intenvals longen than 15 or 30 seconds. Students rnay even
decelerate and/oc begin to exhibit pnoblem behaviors, if there is an endunance
pnoblem. Do a few checks
timings of yourself and your student for different
- sec., 1 minute. lf youn studentfs fnequency
intervals, e.g., 15 sec., 30
dnops

off veny much as the interval incneasesr yoU should consider scheduling veny
short practice and/or timing intenvals. Sprints, in which the student has a
small amount of work to complete in a veny shont period of time, with consequences
delivered only if the student completes the specified number of movement cycles
(with nepeated opportunities), are fun and often pnoduce acceleration. You might
try mixing sprints with longer intervals. lt is important that the student spends
most'of his (her) time performing as fluently as (s)he can. Thus, if longer intenvals cause large frequency drop-offs, practice only for short intervals until
neaching a higher aim. Then change to longer durations

2.
ele

.

Does the student have enough oxygen? Many students, even those in regular
r bneathe deeply enough. And multiply
handicapped students ane often a great deal less active. With negulan elementary
students wetve often observed that a few minutes of running in place or other vigorous exercise can produce significant performance improvements. ln general,
we need to consider methods of incneasing cardiopulmonary fitness. Fon the
multiply handicapped, brief peniods of high-paced gtridance through simple motor
movements may be the last resont. (My pensonal impnession is that this often
dramatical ly increases alentness and panticipation.

3.

Does the student have a ves/no response? Students need to be able to expness
whethen or not they wish to participate in activities by means of an appropriate
yes,/no response (..g., nod/shake head). Thene ane various strategies for teaching yes/no. By teaching and allowing students to practice a given gesture (".g.,
head movements, manual signs) pnion totrassigning meaningt'to the yes/no movements by means of diffenential consequences, we can instate a fluent movement
which then can be applied to choice situations. Once the basic movement is fluent, the teacher must discover consequences which the student will wonk to ob'tain and avoid. By presenting these consequences aften a question and a "yes"
response, and then prompting the ftnorr movement if thene is an indication of avension, you can quickly teach the student to use these movements to expness yes/no.
By permitting students to indicate thein willing participation, we may enhance the
likelihood of pnofitable pnactice sessions.
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clear si-gnal . Fon verbal student s, we can use the instructions
begin , " and ttP lease stoP . tr For students with inadequate recept ive language ,
we need either to teach the aPProP riate receptive language or to establish
equivalent signals, penhaps by means of clean presentation of materials with a

4.
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-2demonstnation, a unigue and finm physical contact, and/or a brief peniod of paced
guidance to rrprime" the movement immediately prion to the timing. The stop signal might be a firm physical stoppage of movement by the teachen. The point is
that we need to establish a minimal degnee of instnuctional control with nespect
to performance of very simple movement (e.g., tappang on a sunface) if we even
expect to obtain compliant, energetic participation in more complex activities.
Once we have established such a nelationship with the student, (s)he will have
leanned something about our expectations and we will have learned whatever is
reguired to initiate and terminate simple pnactice activities fon that individual.

5. Have you arranged appropriate peniods of practice on instruction? Skill
acquisition nequines instnuction, while fluency-building nequireslgjjg
of alneady acquined skills. Brief daily timings may not allow sufficient practice or
instnuction for skill development, Therefore, one possible lS Plan change is to
provide more opportunities thnoughout the day for instnuction on pnactice. Often
these might be simply Ita few minutes here and therertr wheneven we can snatch
a bnief opportunity between other activities on duning tnansition peniods. Practice on the elements of fine and gross motor skills, fon example, might occur at
any time. A few moments of tapping, sgueezingr op head-tunning, for instince,
migrht be possible at various points in the day, We must be cneative in taking advantige of any and all oppontunities for relatively informal practice and instruction.
6. Are there

enough sessions per week? In general , we know that daily instruCtionlpi
sions pen week is the minimum reguinement fon growth.

ANTECEDENTS

1. Do the procedure on matenials impose a ceiling on limit on the studentrs penformance? One way to find out is to perform the skill younself and obsenve whether
you could do it more fluently if the materials, instnuctions, or othen aspects of
the pnocedure wene less cumbensome or time-consuming. ls it a "trials procedure?'l
Would a diffenent procedune allow the student to be mone self-paced? This is
really a question of efficiency. How many oppontunities to nespond ane available
per minute? As much as possible, opps/minute should be limited only by the studentrs level of skill. Change fnom matching to sonting. Construct arrays of
matenials (e.S., colons, shapes, objects) instead of pnesenting only one at a time.
Shonten on eliminate as many non-essential verbal instructions that occur during
the timing as you can. Be cneative about eliminating performance locks imposed
by antecedents.

2. Accentuate the passase of time. Some students can learn to rrbeat the clocktr
if thene is a visible timen with a sweep second hand (or some othen visual on
auditony signal for the passage of time). Time is an inneducible dimension of

our world, and time-limits are a part of everyday life. lf we can teach our students to be responsive to time, we will have enhanced thein lives and oun own
pnograming efforts.

3. Accentuate the amount of work completed. B y using materials which leave
perrnanent products and accumulate during the penformance, we accentuate the
amount of work completed. Fon instance, setting out a series of small piles of

-35 objects fon sorting rathen than one lange f'endlessrr pile may enable students
to observe more cleanly the quantityof their own penfonmance. lt is also possible to accentuate aims by manking the point in an arnay or senies that the student must neach in onder to improve on the pnevious best penfonmance. Such
stnategies work best when combined with a procedure that accentuates the passage

of time.

4. Coachinq and Cheerleadinq nefers to a kind of enthusiasm that may fall into
eithen the A4teqegg, category or the Subsequent Events column. By enthusias-

ticallyp".36ffiErialJandp"o,idi@teachencanoftendnaw

the student into an intensified level of activity. This strategy, I nealize, is
quite imprecise in conception and application. But it often seems to pnovide an
effective antidote for the too-frequent classroom monotony.

5. Paced I nput. A strate gy that we have only recently stanted to exploit involves high-paced input in the suppont channels.
Paced Guide input is controversial, but often extremely effective. We set
normal performance levels (REAPS) as aims and chart the fnequency at which we
are able to (comfortably) guide the student thnough the movement. We might start
out with attenuated movements (e.g., less range of motion than eventually desined). Apparently, the neurological theory that such paced guidance would
necessanily worsen spasticity is false, at least in a large number of cases. Recent wonk by nurses; therapists and teachers has demonstnated that many spastic
children will actually loosen up after a few cycles of paced gnridance. Further
systematic research is necessaryr but the pnocedure is definitely effective in
many cases. lt also seems to produce compliance (and smiling) whene the mone
traditional slow g.ridance produces nesistance. Paced guidance seems to have
several different effects: it lets the student feel movement at the conrect pace;
it increases cardiovasculan activity; it frpnimestrthe movement at a pace which
may continue, if given the oppontunity, immediately after the paced guidance is
dropped to paced Nudge on Tell suppont channels. ln providing paced inputr €specially through the Gqide channel, the teacher needs a progress aim. Tny drawing a xl .25 (or st"epFfJIne fnom the studentrs curnent Guide/Do frequency into
the futune towand the aim (usually the nonmal penformance fneguency). Then the
teacher can use this line to judge day-to-day increases in the frequency of Guide/
Do.
Paced Nudge input is the suppont channel used after Guide,/Do reaches the aim.
Expect a jump-down in frequency when you move fnom Guide to Nudge, but an acceleration back toward REAPS. A nule of thumb is that, when stepping fnom
one support channel to another, if the jump-down is greater that :2.0, your aim
for the finst channel was pnobably too low. Nudge may be combined with Tell (an
auditony input), on not.

Students capable of performing the movement independently may nevertheless
penform far below the acceptable fnequency nange. ln that case, you might use
paced Guide to begin the practice and/on oaced!g!gg to incnease on maintain
the penformance during practice.

Tell denotes the auditony suppont channel. lt may involve a literal venbal instruction, or some othen such auditory pacing such as clapping, tapping the tablet
a metponome, music, or vocal counting. When the student steps from Nudge

-4(or Nudge,Tell) to Tell, having reached REAPS with Nudge, there will pnobably
be a jump-down and, hopefully, an acceleration. (lf there is too great a jumpdown -- greaten than*2.Q -- on no accelenation, then either the aim met for the
pnevious phase was too low on the curnent degree of suppont is too slow and/on
too weak. )
Show is the visual input channel, and may be a paced model, a pointing cue,
a "rffil metronome" (flashing lights) on othen visual pace-setting input. Students who have learned to touch what the teacher touches have a very strong
visual support channel for instruction in various Hear See,/Touch and Seel
Touch skills.
MOVEMENT CYCLES

l.

Ane dysfluent behavioral elLmlnts or tool skills imposins a ceilins? W.TP
that compound movement cycles tend to accelerate only when their elements are
fluent in isolation. Thus, when a movement cycle fails to accelenate toward fluency, be sune to identify and check the fnequency of all critical elements or tool
skills. (,Also check frequencies of the compound and./or elementany movement
cyc les with alternative input channels to see if the movements mi ght be fluent with
other inputs.) lf elements ane not fluent, develop a pnactice plan fon building
thein fnequencies to the correct-jEvels.

ln particulan, you need to check whether Wave, Aim, Igg, Squeeze, E!gg,,
Rub, Shake, and Twist ane within normal penfonmance ranges, and whether the
nelevant turns, bends, and other body-contnol elements of gnoss motor movement are within normal ranges. lf not, see previous section on support channels
for developing these frequencies.

2. Does the student have any movement cycle above 50 per minute? ,Above 100
pen minute? What is the studentrs highest perfonmance freguency on anything?
What is his/her maximum demonstrated g3g.!!yfor fluent movement? Considen
the studentts experience of fluency. We need to know whether (s)hets had ry
experience of movement at normal pace (or even normal pace *2). Paced guidance is one way of showing the student how it feels to move at an appnopriate
pace. But we also need to know if therets any Nudge/Do, See/Do, Heae/Do, oc
Think,/Do that (s)he can perfonm at high pace (fon even a veny short dunation,
e.9. r l0 seconds). When you discover the studentrs most pnoficient movement,
you may be able to devote some especially effective time to practice of that and/
on related movement cycles.
3. ls the fnequency so low that the skill is difficult and/or'unpleasant to prac-

, tice at al l? This could be an endurance pnoblern (see suggestions above under
Si tuat ion . ) We su spect that at quite low fnequencies, perfonmance may be so dif-

ficult as to be unpleasant. (Considen you own initial experiences in leanning to
type on to play a musical instnument.) ttltrs fun to do when you can do itr'r and
sometimes if youn perfonmance is vety low, no amount of pay-off will get you to
do it. This is one of the neasons for finding skills that are nelatively fluent to
begin with and/or for using paced guidance. Ulte also know that beyond this
,frustrationrrlevel there may be a fnequency range in which performance will
improve only if it occurs under well:contnolled supenvision. Finally, thene is a
fnequency nange (starting at penhaps REAPS +2.O in which relatively unsupenvised or independent practice will pnoduce impnovement. Stepping back to a
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mone elementary movement cycle and/or higil'r-paced support channels are possible
Plan changes in the case of very low-fnequency movement cycles.

4. ls the skill too easv or boring? ln some cases, stepping
ficutactuallyacceleratesperfoffi-rrceorneVerses

ahead to a mone

dif-

a deceleration. This is also a common cure for "compliance, pnoblems, cases
in which students exhibit extneme day-to-day bounce. Of course, this procedune
is not likeiy to be effective if elementary movement cycles are not alneady fluent.

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
I . Have vou independentlv verified that the subsequent event DOES function as
a consequence fon this student? That is, have you found a neinforcel (an event
lows a movement cycle, will ;;eGrate its frequency)?
lf thene is any kind of ceiling or perfonmance lock on the movement cycle, even a
functional consequence will not accelenate the fnequency. But it is necessary
that there be sufficient intrinsic (i.e", the skill itself , penhaps at high pace, is
fun) or extrinsic (added consequences) motivation to perfonm.

2. .Do your praise, smiling, hugs, applause, etc., neally convey excitement and
enthusiasm? They may only act as consequences if they are genuine and emotionally
engaging.

3. Do your neprimands, corrections, etc., neatly sound or feel diffenent from
praise and instruct ions? Monotony kills behavior !
4. Ane you neinforcing non-compliance? We often inadvententl y attend to ttslow
poke'r behavior. Be sure to avoid this bad habit.
5. Try

counting aloude with enthus i asm . for e'ach comD I eted resDonse

.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND AIMS

Years of Precision Teaching with all levels of leannens have established the
impontance of high aims. The point has been stressed throughout the above considerations, but deserves explicit mention on its own.

l. Aims are nelated to Retention. Until a penfonmance is fluent, it will not be
maintained. lnstead, the student will penform anothen skill (e,g. r crawl rather
than walk) that is mone fluent. On (s)he will get othensto complete the job nathen
than performing independent ly. Moneoven , the j@Edl3gy (i . e. , f requency) with
which one nesponds is a good measure of how trautomaticrt the skill has become.

2.

that aims ane nelated to Endunance. Students need to neach hi sh
aims fon short pertormance durations pnion to increasing penformance times. (Wetve
often made the ennor of tnying to increase endurance by reinfoncing tton taskrf fon
incneasing peniods nathen than by accelerating penfonmance for shont periods.)

3.

We know

We know that if pne-skills, elementany components, on movements with a
given support channel are not fluent, students do not accelenate in subsequent
steps easily, on at all. Tffiefore, a possibly effective Plan change is to step
back with a highen aim. ln this mannen, we djgggyg1. appnopniate performance
aims fon each step in a curniculum sequence. Thus, aims ane nelated to Application of skil ls.

-6Thus, we have the term REAPS: Retention-Endurance-Application Penformance Standands to indicate those levels of performance which will insure retention, endunance, and applicaticjn. They are objective (data-based) nathen than
subjective. And necent work has suggested that nonmal adult performance ranges
are good estimates of REAPS. ln any event, failure to retain, endure on apply
is often due to insufficientty higrh performance levels fon current on pre-skills.
And a neturn to the previous step with raised aims is often an appnopniate change
in the lS Plan.

